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Transcript: The case of Japan
Ken-Ichi Akao
Now we open the first part of symposium. The first speaker is
me. I am Ken-Ichi Akao form Waseda University. I am going to talk
about the case of Japan.
First, I show the trend of Japan. These graphs are borrowed from
Wikipedia. This figure shows the number of daily confirmed cases.
The trend is like this. The peak was April 11th. As you can see, in
the recent trend, it seems that the second wave has begun. The
most of this increase occurred in Tokyo. On June 10th when I am
recording this talk, the confirmed cases a day in Tokyo recorded
the highest number.
In this graph, the peak was April 11th. But this is different from the
official figure. In the official figure, the peak was April 7th. I guess
that this difference comes from the difference of the confirmation
process. The government should be stricter and more accurate.
But, unfortunately, the government’s website has not been
updated since June 23rd and it cannot show the recent increase
of confirmed cases. The increase of number started after 23rd. But
the official figure cannot capture it. Because of this, I showed the
graph of Wikipedia.
The second graph shows the number of patients. This shows a
similar trend to the confirmed daily cases. This implies that patients
smoothly come out of hospitals. There are two ways to come out of
a hospital. One is recovery and the other is death.
So, let’s see the number of death by this figure. The maximum
number is 91 on April 21st. But, in the peak period, the daily death
is less than 20 for most days. This implies that most patients
recover and leave a hospital. No overwhelming hospital. Recently
the number of death is very few. So, in Japan, the COVID-19 is well
contained with the low number of patients that do not overwhelm
the medical capacity.
Let me compare the Japanese situation with other countries.
One of the features of the outbreak in Japan is its low number of
the confirmed cases. This figure shows the total confirmed cases
about the 5 countries that are reported today, Japan, South Korea,
Taiwan, Sweden, and the United State, and, also, China. The
United States is very high. If we drop the United States, then you
have this graph. As you can see, Japan is between Sweden and
the Republic of Korea.
How about China? It seems that China is much larger than
Japan. But, if we consider the population, then China’s per capita
total cases are much less than Japan. Therefore, the low number of
confirmed cases is a common feature in the East Asian countries.
Another feature of Japan is that the number of tests is very low.
This figure shows the daily tests per 1000 people for the countries
that are reported in this symposium. Japan’s tests remain very low
level. People have always complained about this situation. The
government made a pledge to intensify it. But, from this statistics,
there is no change. Some people believe that the government has
been reluctant to reveal the true situation. Some people believe
that, at least, it was so before the decision of postponement of
Tokyo Olympic/Paralympic.
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This slide is a simple timeline about COVID-19 outbreak in Japan.
The first case was confirmed on January 15th.
Then Diamond Princess Cruise ship returned to Yokohama
port on February 3rd, boarding COVID-19 patients. It became the
largest cluster outside of China at that time. In this stage, I think
that the most people all over the world did not expect that this
infectious disease became a historical pandemic since the Spain
flu about 100 years ago. There was an episode that a doctor who
is an expert of infectious disease accused the government for the
improper quarantine and criticized that the government did not
respect the experts’ advices.
The first comprehensive policy package was announced on
February 13th. It has been revised after that three times.
On February 26th, the Prime Minister requested voluntary
cancelation or rescheduling of all events for two weeks. On the
next day, he also requested the closure of all schools. This request
was abrupt and became a controversy because the request was
made on his own, without advice of expert committee nor without
consulting the Ministry of Education. People suspected the process
of decision making and the capacity for judgement of the Cabinet.
Then the postponement of Tokyo Olympic/Paralympic was
announced on March 24th. After this announcement, the daily
confirmed cases began to increase and reached the peak on April
7th.
On the next day, a state of emergency was declared. One week
later, it was extended nationwide. It was finally lifted on May 25th.
Let me show the trend of daily confirmed cases again. School
closure was requested quite before the cases increased. It is
increasing just after the announcement of rescheduling Tokyo
Olympic/Paralympic. About this, the Associated Press wrote
that “Before the Olympics were postponed, Japan looked like it
had coronavirus infections contained, even as they spread in
neighboring countries. Now that the games have been pushed
to next year, Tokyo’s cases are spiking, and the city’s governor
is requesting that people stay home, even hinting at a possible
lockdown.” (AP News 5/25/2020)
The peak was April 7th. It is said that it takes about two weeks
from infection to confirmation. On average, two weeks. So, the
peak of infection should be near the day of the postponement of
Olympic/Paralympic was announced. At that time, there was no
special new policy implemented. Only the governor of Tokyo began
to indicate a lockdown. But, I think, probably people changed their
behavior, reacting to the governor’s alert.
The geographical distribution of cases has a feature that the
cases concentrate at Tokyo and adjacent prefectures. The number
of Tokyo’s cases is extremely high.

Features of Japan’s policy. Japan’s policies and measures against
the COVID-19 pandemic are not different from other countries. That
is, the social distancing by stay-at-home, closures of schools and
working places, and restriction of people gathering. A unique point
in Japan is that they are not enforceable, but just recommendation.
As seen this world map, the countries where the stay-at-home
policy was in the recommendation level, this color, are relatively
few, including Japan. The date is April 22nd. The day is during the
state of nationwide emergency. Now Japan’s color is blue, that is,
no measures.
Although the social distancing does not have legal force, the
performance in Japan is good so far. That is a remarkable feature
of Japan.
Prof. Yamanaka, a Nobel Laurent by discovering the IPS cells,
suggested the effect of face masks. He cited an article in PNAS.
This article. This paper says that “Our results show that the airborne
transmission route is highly virulent and dominant for the spread
of COVID-19. The mitigation measures are discernable from the
trends of the pandemic. Our analysis reveals that the difference with
and without mandated face covering represents the determinant
in shaping the trends of the pandemic. This protective measure
significantly reduces the number of infections. Other mitigation
measures, such as social distancing implemented in the United
States, are insufficient by themselves in protecting the public.”
(Zhang et al., 2020).
This figure shows the rates of wearing a face mask in a public
space. As you can see, the East Asian countries, as well as the
South East Asian countries, show the high rate.
In the early stage of pandemic, the Japan’s rate of wearing
masks was not so high relatively to other Asian countries. But it
soon joined the top group. I guess there are two reasons. First,
Japanese people tend to hate thing that annoy others. Second,
the social pressure to put a mask is strong. If you do not have a
mask, you are frowned upon by society and sometimes you may
get shouted as a public enemy.
Let me turn to the economic measures. Japan is not so unique
about economic measures, either. Income support and small
business support by cash stipend and funding. This figure shows
countries’ income support. As you can see, the amount of stipend
money in Japan is categorized with this color. It is not so high
compared with other developed countries.
Another feature of Japan’s policy against COVID-19 is that
Japanese people tend to be dissatisfied at the responses of
the government in general. “57% of Japanese are unhappy with
coronavirus response: poll” is the headline of Japan Times on May
10th. Ipsos’ survey conducted in the early April shows that 62 per
cent of Japanese think that the government is doing poor or very
poor job of containing COVID-19. This is the worst percentage in
the surveyed 13 countries.
Although Japan’s policy measures are not so strong, Japan have
shown, so far, a good performance in containing COVID-19. But the
government responses are not appreciated.
Finally, let me mention a research agenda which comes into my
mind when I consider this 100-year disaster. I am studying dynamic
optimization and my interest is an optimal control of this infectious
disease, minimizing our welfare loss.

There is a trade-off between infection prevention and immunity
acquisition. Infection prevention measure literally prevents infection
and contain an outbreak. This, however, makes people remain in
susceptible and allows a future outbreak.
In contrast, immunity acquisition prevents a future outbreak, but
immunity is acquired by infection and thus current infection cannot
be avoided.
This trade-off corresponds to the policy debate between curve
flattering and herd immunity.
This is the curve flattering. Social distancing is implemented to
make the curve flatter so as not to overwhelm the medical capacity.
About the herd immunity, there is a critical level called the herd
immunity threshold, abbreviately HIT. If the proportion of the
immunized population is higher than this critical level, HIT, then the
outbreak ends.
According to Wikipedia, for the COVID-19, HIT is between 50 to
83 per cent. Therefore, it is necessary that at least half of population
have acquired the immunity. This is a huge number. Furthermore,
it is uncertain whether we can develop antibody and how long we
can keep it. So, it is uncertain that we can achieve the situation of
herd immunity.
On the other hand, the often-cited Science paper by Kissler
et al. (2020) shows a simulation result such that one-time social
distancing could make a larger size of peak than the unconstrained
epidemic under a certain condition. This result throws a doubt
that social distancing measure for the curve flattering has only a
temporal effect and we have to implement this measure repeatedly.
To sum, both of curve flattering and herd immunity have serious
concerns.
As another problem, this choice between curve flattering and
herd immunity also may cause a generational conflict. The infection
fatality rate varies depending on age. According to the recent
research, the fatality rate of over 90s is ten times of 30s. Because
the senior prone to become severe, they may prefer to curve
flattering, whereas the young may prefer to herd immunity.
Curve flattering and herd immunity have the relationship of tradeoff. This means that, from an economist viewpoint, an optimal
policy will be found at some point between them. The point should
be expressed as the effective reproductive number.
Ideally, if we can control effective reproductive number, an
optimal policy should be to keep the optimal effective reproductive
number. The optimal number should be affected by the capacity of
hospitals, how long the antibody lasts, age distribution, etc.
This continuous policy is desirable, but when we cannot do it, we
have to use a stop-go policy. In fact, very influential early study by
Imperial College COVID-19 Response Team (Ferguson et al., 2020)
considered repetitive social distancing policy. They assume a strict
suppression, lock-down, as the measure. But long-term lock-down
cannot be feasible. Therefore, they consider a stop-go policy. But a
stop-go policy damages an economy. Restart needs a huge cost.
If we have to take this policy, then it will be difficult for the world
economy to recover, at least until an effective treatment or vaccine
are developed.
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There are three important economic problems. They are
components to consider an optimal policy against COVID-19.
First, critical care capacity is important to save life. The related
problem is optimal investment in hospitals.
Second, vaccines and treatments developments are also
important. A related problem is optimal investment in their
development.
Finally, an important task is economic valuation of non-pecuniary
costs of welfare loss by this pandemic, including the value of
life. Economic valuation of life might be ethically hesitated, but it
is necessary to compare the cost and the benefit of alternative
policies.
Going back to an optimal policy, in an ideal condition, to keep
some constant number of patients is optimal from both viewpoints
of curve flattering and herd immunity. The optimal number of
patients may vary across societies depending on the capacity of
hospital and age distribution. Once we have the optimal number,
the policy target becomes clear and we can evaluate how well we
contain COVID-19.

Department store at Shinjuku Station (Japan)

Thank you. I stop here. (Recorded on July 10, 2020.)
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Shinjuku Station in rush hour (Japan)

Teacher checks a student’s body temperature. (Taiwan)

Temperature checks in a metro (Taiwan)
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Transcript: COVID19 in the ROK and Governmental Response
Geum-Soo Kim
Hello. My name is Guem-Soo Kim at Hoseo University in Korea.
Today, I’m going to talk about COVID-19 in the Republic of Korea
and government response. And as an environmental economist, I
have some thoughts about the virus situation. This is the trend of
confirmed cases in Korea since January the 20th when the first
case has appeared.

at the lower level, they lowered the level of social distancing and
opened up school. At the same time, they expended so-called
disaster support fund to every single person to boost consumption
and also expanded loan mostly to small and medium sized firms,
while, at the same time, the number of infection has started again
to increase.

Since then, about one month later, there is a big peak in the
number of infection in Daegu area. It has started from a Shincheonji
church and spread nationwide. So that’s why Korean government
has raised the level of alert to the highest. Well, due to that strong
effort, the number has stabilized at the low level. But even since
then, there were several peaks in the number of infection at
elderly care facilities, night club, call center, logistics center, small
churches, private school, et cetra. It has not stopped to zero, it is
still going on.

As an environmental economist, I have two thoughts about this
situation.

There has been a sporadic spreading intermittently. Even in
yesterday about 60 cases has been confirmed as positive.
This is a prediction for confirmed cases in Korea. I have not
drawn this picture, but just borrowed from one of my colleagues
at university. From the upper, this is cumulative and daily new
confirmed cases, daily growth rate. One of his interesting point is
that multi-logistic model is the fittest for Korean data, which means
that there was several peaks in the number of infection and still one
more to come in the coming winter together with the usual cold
virus.
He has argued that Korean government’s efforts has been
successful to some degree, but at the same time, made the
quarantine situation more complex. So that’s why we had the still,
a sporadic epidemic, small epidemic, intermittently. There are two
levels of control center in Korea. The higher one is Central Disaster
and Safety Countermeasures under prime minister. And the lower
level is Central Quarantine Headquarter under Korea Centers for
Disease Control director.
With this organization, they swiftly tested suspicious patients.
They have developed very fast test kits and drive-through testing
and located infection routes and publicized those information to
help people stay away from the virus. Of course they have provided
and disseminated ordinary guidelines for preventive measures at
the personal level of daily life like wearing masks, washing hands
and social distancing.

First one is microeconomics. COVID-19 is known to infect people
through the respiratory organs and thus, wearing masks is critical
to preventing a droplet or a spray infection. Wearing masks helps
others not to be infected by myself as well as defending the wearer,
herself or himself. This reminds me of the concept of externality in
environmental economics. That’s not exactly an externality though,
which is defined as a side effect inflicted on the third party by a
market transaction among two parties, like water pollution by a
paper mill located in upstream.
When in Korea some people were strongly against quarantine
measure, government sometimes have threatened imposing
fines or claiming for quarantine expense due to the offenders.
These measures are an analogy of a pollution tax for internalizing
externalities.
Second thought is macroeconomics. There should be a bilateral
interaction between the virus and the natural environment. Honestly
speaking, I don’t know the effect of the environment on the virus
and infection, but it’s clear to me that the virus influences the
environment in various ways. First of all, the virus has contracted
economic activities. At the same time changed the content of
economic activity. Paradoxically, contraction of economic activities
improves the environmental quality and gives us an opportunity to
think how heavily we have used the environment so far.
How clean the sight is and how beautiful the mountain is. I
habitually go to the mountains. The mountains recently look
beautiful in this infected world. At the same time the virus has
changed the relative proportion of different pollution. As so-called
untact consumption vertically increased, package waste exploded.
In the case of Korea, it has increased about 15% overall than the
normal year.
Thank you very much. (Recorded on July 8, 2020.)

At the emergency like in Daegu, they built up a crisis management
system, including securing a reserve, negative pressure hospital
beds as the confirmed cases has vertically increased. However,
at the higher level of government, they need to care about the
depressed economy as well as prevention of infections spread. The
problem is that the two goals are conflicting.
Where the priority is placed? Well, it depends on the relative
degree or strength of infection and depression. Facing a vertical
increase of infections started from Daegu, government has raised
the level of social distancing to the highest, and that measure heavily
contracted the economy. After the number of infections stabilized

Bottleneck fever check during online semester, Hoseo university (The Republic of Korea)
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Transcript: The case of Taiwan
Hsiao-Chi Chen
Hello, everyone. I’m Hsiao-Chi Chen from Department of
Economics, National Taipei University, Taiwan. It’s my honor to be
here and share Taiwan’s experiences of fighting and preventing
COVID-19 in past six months. In the following talk, I will first
introduce Taiwan’s control and the preventing policies, and then
summarize the good and the bad parts of government’s policies.
Finally, I will provide several comments for this pandemic.
On January 2nd, 2020, the Central Epidemic Command Center,
which is abbreviated as CECC, was established to integrate
government’s resource, the academic, medical, and the private
sector to fight against the COVID-19. Our CECC hosted a daily
press briefing to release COVID-19 related information and
announce government’s new policies to the public. And I think the
earlier establishment of the CECC is one of the factors that makes
Taiwan successfully preventing the spread of COVID-19 by the
following statistics.
On January 23rd, 2020, the first case of COVID-19 was confirmed
in Taiwan. And until the 26th of June 2020, we have the following
statistics in Taiwan. The number of people tested is around 76,000.
The number of people confirmed is 447. The number of people
dead is 7, and the number of people recovered from the COVID-19
is 435.
Compared with global statistics at the same time, they are
as follows. In global, there are around 10 million people were
confirmed to have COVID-19, and around a half million people were
dead due to COVID-19. This is the old data. Yesterday, I have heard
the news. They are more than 11 million people were confirmed
to have COVID-19. Thus, compared with global statistics, Taiwan’s
performance in combating COVID-19 are not bad or even we can
say good.
Next, let me first introduce government’s legislation. Our
government classified COVID-19 as a category 5 communicable
disease in January of 2020 to strengthen the surveillance and the
containment of the COVID-19. Such a classification urges the public
and medical facility to take notice of COVID-19 and takes necessary
precautionary measures to lower the risk of transmission. In
addition, our government established a special act for preventing,
relief, and revitalization measures for COVID-19 in February of this
year.
This legislation provides government the legal basis to conduct
strict measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19 in Taiwan. Next,
let me introduce government’s preventing policies. The first one is
surveillance. People with the following situations are required to
report to the nearby health authorities. For instance, people have
fever, people have cough, people have other acute respiratory
symptoms, or they have a past 14 day travel history, or close
contact with above mentioned people.
After people report to the health authority, a hospital will
conduct a test. And once the people were confirmed to have the
COVID-19, government will take care of these people. And the
second preventing policy is board control. From last December to
this February, Taiwan implemented onboard quarantine inspection
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for the direct flights from Wuhan, China to Taiwan. And since the
February, arriving passenger from China, Hong Kong, and the
Macao have been required to be under home quarantine for 14
days.
Since the March, foreign nations have been prohibited from
entering Taiwan. All traveler arriving to Taiwan need to take a home
quarantine for 2 weeks, 14 days. And the people who had a contact
with confirmed cases shall be isolated at their home for 14 days. For
these people, government launched an electronic security system to
identify and track the location of people in home quarantine or isolation.
Also, relevant agencies, such as local governments or nearby
health authorities, will contact by calling the people in home
quarantine or isolation twice a day to record their health situations.
For instance, they need to report their temperatures twice a day.
During the home quarantine and/or isolation period, the individual
can ask his or her family members to deliver food, grocery, or other
products necessary of daily activity.
However, if the individual under home quarantine or isolated
live alone, they can ask the help from the support center of the
CECC, or they can ask help from local governments who will
assign people to deliver food, grocery, or product necessary for
daily life. The person violating the related measure will be fined up
to USD $33,000. And the individual required to home quarantine
and isolation can apply compensation USD $33 per day from the
government after they finish the quarantine or isolation if they do not
violate the requirements.
The third preventing policy is to control community transmission.
Usually, the spring semester in Taiwan begins at the middle of
February. However, due to the pandemic, school in Taiwan have
a delayed opening for two weeks this spring semester. That is we
started from the 2nd of March and ended around the 3rd of July. I
think that we are lucky, because our students can come to school
and see the teacher, and have classes taught in classrooms.
In my knowledge, the students in many universities in many
countries, are prohibited to go to university, and they need to
stay at home and have the learning from the website. Since we
allow students to come to school, schools are required to monitor
students’ health conditions. They need to maintain environmental
disinfection and they follow up on the activities which teacher and
the student have participated. For instance, in my knowledge, the
teachers need to stand by the entrance of the school and the take
a temperature for each student entering the school. The teachers
really work hard during the past six months in Taiwan.
In addition, since the April 3rd, all people are required to wear face
masks when they take the mass transportation including metro,
buses, and taxis. Violator can be fined up to USD $500 per time.
Thus, this is really a big fine. And also social distance measures
were announced on the April 3rd. Large scale public gatherings are
prohibited. For instance, indoor public gatherings with more than
100 people are prohibited and the outdoor public gathering with
more than 500 people are also prohibited. In addition, the classes
with more than 100 people enrolled in school must be lectured by

distance teaching instead of virtual teaching.
The fourth preventing policy is medical system response and
preparedness. The government will provide subsidies to the
response hospital to supply their isolation facility and provide
training courses. During the COVID-19 pandemic period, we had
161 medical facility including research hospitals, regional hospitals,
and the national hospitals. They are all devoted to the test and the
treatment of confirmed cases. All the faculty in the hospital are
really working hard during the past six months.
The most important preventing policy is the allocation of medical
supplies. Since Taiwan has been through the SARS in 2003, the
government and the hospitals have the habit to pre-stockpile the
surgical masks. For example, N95 masks, and some protective
gowns. Therefore, in the beginning of the outbreak of the COVID-19,
there is no shortage about the medical supplies in the hospitals of
Taiwan.
However, the masks for general citizen or the public, there is
shortage. Thus, government fund and the military personnel have
been used to increase face mask production, as well as to assist
manufacturers in acquiring equipment to boost the capacity of
producing mask. After the production of the mask, the government
will take the rationing system to allocate the masks. Before the
allocation, government imposes the ban of the export of the
medical mask from the January to May of 2020.
Right now, from June, each person can mail the medical masks
to their friends or relatives outside of Taiwan. And as I have said,
government allocated masks to every citizen through the purchase
at pharmacies using their National Health Insurance cards. Since
April, each adult can buy 9 masks and each child can buy 10 masks
every two weeks, 14 days.
When you see this number, you can see that each person can
only wear one mask a day, and excluding Saturday and Sunday.
This number are too small, and hence a lot of people complain and
the people need to wait a long time to purchase the masks. Thus,
later, government provides online ordering in the mail and namebased rationing system. This system will allow people to order
mask online, pay by credit card, ATM transfer, and get a mask from
the convenience store such as the 7-11 and the family market.
This rationing system ended at the end of May of 2020. Since the
1st of June, the purchase limit on face mask has been released.
Right now, each person can buy as many masks as they want in
shops, such as grocery stores, supermarkets, pharmacies, and so
on, if these shops have masks to sell the people.
The last preventing policy is the health education. As I have
said, CECC conducted daily press briefing to release COVID-19
information to the public. In addition, government use mass media,
such as television, leaflets, poster, radio, Facebook, Line, and the
Twitter to educate people where and when to wear the mask, the
importance of hand washing, and the danger of holding masks.
In the past six months, when we watch the TV, every 20 or 30
minutes, government’s health education advertisement will pop
up. believe everyone can recite the content of this health education
advertisement.
Let me first summarize the good parts of Taiwan’s preventing
policy. I think we have two good parts. The first is the earlier
establishment of the CECC. This early establishment make us
effectively prevent the spread of COVID-19 in Taiwan. I want to

mention that most of the members of the CECC are doctor. So,
they will provide professional advices to the public and to the
government. And people are easily to accept the professional
advice from the doctors. Thus, the earlier establishment of CECC is
really one good point for Taiwan.
The second point is many people in Taiwan have the habit of
wearing masks to prevent air pollution, therefore we can easily
accept and adhere government’s order of wearing mask in mass
transportation. I want to emphasize that the policy of wearing
mask is important, because of this policy can effectively avoid the
community transmission of COVID-19. I hope this policy will also be
adapted by many countries.
How about the bad parts of Taiwan’s preventing policy? I think
we have two disadvantages. The first one is the number of people
tested is too small. As I have shown you, they are almost around
80000 people tested during this pandemic period. This number
is too small. It will deter and delay the recovery of the economic
activity with other country after the ease of the COVID-19, and this
will in turn lower Taiwan’s economic growth rate. In my knowledge,
many countries are now considering the lift of ban and I think
Taiwan is not listed in many countries’ priority of lifting this ban. This
is not good for us.
The second disadvantage is government’s domestic economic
stimulus plans are small scale and are too late. For instance, each
citizen will receive compensation around the USD $70 only and we
won’t get it until the middle of July. This stimulus plans are too small.
When compared with Japan and Singapore, Hong Kong, UK, and
other countries, I think this $70 USD is too small to stimulate the
economic recovery after the ease of the COVID-19.
Finally, let me provide you three comments from my own view
for this pandemic. My first comment is as follow. The air pollutant
and the discharge of greenhouse gas in many countries dropped
dramatically due to the lockdown of most economic activity.
However, we can see the pollution caused by mass plastic and the
non-woven clothes are rising significantly. These two components
are the materials to produce medical equipment and the masks,
thus this is worthy for us to explore the following environmental
issues.
First, we should evaluate the environmental damages caused by
this medical waste. If the environmental damage are large, then
government should consider to impose some recycling policy
to manage this medical waste. And the good part is when we’re
hearing the recycling policies, we can imagine new industries of
producing green medical equipment may emerge in the future.
My second comment is as follows. The outbreak of COVID-19 may
lead to resource allocation distortion and the income redistribution.
Right now, the most important thing is to invent the vaccine of the
COVID-19. You can imagine more funding will be allocated to invent
the vaccine of the COVID-19. This implies that fewer money will be
given to the R&D of renewable energy. This is interesting to analyze
how different industries, such as renewable energy industrial and
the medical industries, will develop and evolve in the future.
Secondly, low income people may suffer more than high income
people, because low income people will become unemployed and
their income will disappear. How will this income redistribution
affect economy? That is I mean that the income will become more
inequal. How this income redistribution will affect the economic
growth of all country will be also an interesting topic to explore in
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our future.
My final comment is as follows. The lockdown of the economic
activities since the outbreak of COVID-19 has resulted in low oil
prices. We have even heard about the negative oil prices. This
will provide a big disincentive of developing green or renewable
energies. Thus, we would like to ask two questions. First, how will
the prices of oil and the other renewable energy go in the future?
Second, how will COVID-19 affect the energy policy of country
given the low oil prices? As we know, many countries taking the
renewable energy is because the oil prices are high. If oil prices
will be low and stay low for a long period, then they may have no
incentive to accept renewable energy anymore and then this will
result in high greenhouse gas discharge. This may not be good for
our environment. Thus, it will be worthy to watch the trend of the
energy prices. This is my last comment.
The data source of this talk is from the website of the CECC and
this is the website address.＊ At the end of my talk, I would like to
thank for Ken’s invitation and thanks for your attention and listening.
Looking forward to seeing you again very soon. (Recorded on July
7, 2020.)
＊

: http://www.cdc.gov.tw/En/Bulletin
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Transcript: On the covid-19 pandemic: some Swedish experiences
Chuan-Zhong Li
Well, first of all, I would like to thank Professor Akao for inviting
me to this symposium. It’s a pleasure. The title of my talk is ”On the
COVID-19 pandemic: some Swedish experiences”. As you probably
know, Sweden might be the only country that has no lockdown
measures and the country has received quite much international
attention. Many people abroad believe that Sweden has adopted
some strategy called the herd immunity strategy, but as I will show
you in my talk, this is not necessarily the case.
During my talk, I will first provide a brief timeline of what happened
in Sweden. I will divide the period into three phases. The first phase
is a traditional test-quarantine-and-trace phase, pretty much similar
to what happened in China, Japan, and South Korea. Then, Sweden
has moved to a second phase, the so-called ”soft” policy phase
with more relaxed measures than many other countries. I will tell
some, and hopefully, interesting stories about what happened and
also show how the Swedish government and its expert authorities
have responded during this phase. Then, we will move quickly to
some back-to-normal phase, which started at about 1 month ago,
when people started to have their summer vacations.
Because the Swedish behavior is somewhat different as
compared to many other countries, so some people are mistaken
about the decisiveness of the Swedish government. To explain
why this happened, I will give some description of the Swedish
governance system, in particular, how the central government has
this relationship with expert authorities, such as the public health
authority and other agencies. Then, I will say something about the
success and the failures from an economist’s point of view. Finally,
I will say some words about the future. This is the rough outline.
Now, the stories. The very first corona case in Sweden was
detected on the 31st of January. It was a 20-year-old girl coming
back from Wuhan, China, where the outbreak of the virus started.
She felt sick and she was tested positive for the virus. She was put
in the hospital in quarantine and treated there. She felt quite well,
and after some 29 days, she recovered and became discharged
from the hospital. This girl was probably the only corona patient
during the February month, almost.
Sometime in February, the US, and the UK, and also France
started to fly their citizens home from Wuhan. Sweden joined
France to pick up 11 Swedish citizens from there. All of them were
young people. They were tested negative for the virus. After coming
back, they were not put in the hospital, but they were set in socalled voluntary quarantine at home. They had some contacts with
doctors every day and after the 14 days, they were declared to be
healthy. Nothing special happened.
As I said, almost no new cases until the 25th of January. The
public health authority then said that the virus will probably be a
local problem for China, though it may come to Sweden with some
cases, but it will not be widespread. The people enjoyed life as
usual.
During the period, the Chinese communities in Sweden bought
all the face masks and send them to China. Some moving stories
came from Japan. The Japanese friends send a lot of protective

equipment to China. What was very impressive was the poem
printed on the boxes (something like this here but I cannot point it
with the cursor), meaning that “rivers low and mountains high, we
all share the same moon in the sky.” A kind of special relationship,
friendship from Japan, very impressive. At that time, I don’t think
that Japan realized that the corona problem would be so serious,
which became a world pandemic afterward.
In Sweden, we had the traditional winter sport weeks, where
the school children are free from school and their parents go with
them to Italy for skiing as usual in the past years. In Italy, they have
good mountains, better snow, and better slopes. They also have
better food and better wines. Those 20 to 30,000 Swedish families
enjoyed the skiing vacations there. After coming back to Sweden,
on the 26th of February, for example, a second person was tested
positive for the coronavirus. Then, Sweden adopted the same
strategy as the Asia countries to treat him, to put him in quarantine,
and also to trace those close contacts in the airplane, on the bus,
on the train, and so on.
Every person who felt sick at that time could be corona-tested.
But then the number of confirmed cases has been increasing
very fast. About two weeks later, the total number of confirmed
cases was 770 with a peak in a single day on the 11th of March,
196 cases, and there were still many untested ones who might
be infected potentially. Then the day after, on the 13th of March,
Sweden changed its strategy, saying that “We can’t test all the
persons. What we can do is that we test the doctors and nurses in
hospitals, and also the patients already there. The other persons,
if they feel sick, please stay at home for one week or two weeks.
You might recover by yourself. If you feel very sick, don’t go to the
hospital directly, but make a phone call to talk with a nurse, to see
if we can pick you up by an ambulance. We have to use our limited
resources more efficiently,” as said by the Swedish public health
authority.
Then, the authority came with a package of recommendations
saying that, as I already said, “Stay at home if you’re sick and call a
doctor when needed. Work from home if you can, and if you have
to be at your workplace, keep sufficient social distance.” The two
most important recommendations are that ”do not visit the elderly
people at retirement homes” and ”kindergartens and schools
should be open unless infected seriously”. Hotels, restaurants, and
bars should remain open, but they should take safety measures.
People can walk freely outside but wash your hands, don’t touch
your face, and keep social distances from the others.
At a press conference, some journalists asked our state
epidemiologist about haircuts and the epidemiologists said “you
can go to a barbershop for a haircut because the barber also needs
income to make a living. It’s your own decision.” It happened that
a few people went to the barbershops for their haircut, but those
are young people with good immunity so they did not become sick.
Schools were open, but as shown by scientific research, the school
children were not infected or the risk is very low.
If we compare with Italy, in the Swedish restaurant as shown in
the picture to the right, people are eating happily there although
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there are some distances between tables, friends and families can
sit gather; much better than what happened in Italy as shown on
the picture to the left.
Ok, one big thing that happened in Sweden was that on the
7th of March, Sweden organized its annual Melody Festival with
some 30,000 people there, those very happy young people. At
the same time, Denmark did not allow gatherings with more than
1000 people. This might have caused quite many infections of the
coronavirus.
Then, many scientists wrote to the government to argue for more
serious control measures. The government only said that “We are
listening to your voice, but we have to follow the advice from our
expert authorities, the public health authority.” After having seen
what happened in Sweden, the Global Times newspaper criticized
Sweden. It was a Chinese newspaper, saying that Sweden is the first
western country to surrender to the virus. Sweden will undermine
the effort made by all the other countries to fight against the virus.
President Trump in the US said Sweden suffered very, very much.
Also, neighboring countries like Finland and Denmark and Norway
commented negatively on the Swedish strategy.
Sweden did not reply to China, but, as a reply to Trump, said that
”we had a hard time in Sweden, but much better than in New York”.
When answering to the neighboring countries, Sweden said “Our
strategies are almost the same but differ mainly in some technical
details.”
Then, we had a former state epidemiologist, Annika Linde, who
started to tell some journalists that “I suspect Sweden is trying with
the herd immunity strategy,” but this was denied by the current
state epidemiologist, Anders Tegnell, the day after. What Anders
said was that “The herd immunity has never been our strategy, but
it the might be some consequence. Our strategy is to flatten the
disease curve to be below the potential capacity in the health care
system.”
In Sweden, the capacity was about 500 beds in the intensive
care units as shown in the horizontal line, but Sweden realized that
this line is endogenous. If we close the schools and many of the
school children will have to stay at home, their parents, some of
them are doctors and nurses will also have to stay at home with
their children. This will lower the capacity line. That will cause more
deaths (if the health care system is overwhelmed).
To prepare for the worst case, Sweden tried to increase this
capacity by building some military hospitals as shown in the picture
with some potential places for the patients who need intensive care.
Also, Sweden prepared some sports halls as potential intensive care
units, so the capacity increased from 500 to some 2000 places.
In the worst case, in the middle of April, the number of patients
who needed intensive care was about 900, well below the potential
capacity. Then, the extra capacity was never used. Sweden also
did this: they trained some 300 laid-off flight attendants to nurse
assistants to increase their capacity (as shown in the picture).
After the authority’s declaration, the Swedish government has
also declared that we have continuous contact with authorities,
including the public health authority. Our overall goal is to limit the
spread of infection, to protect the lives and health of people, and to
secure the capacity of health care. No wordings on herd immunity
from the government!
What was more impressive is that the Swedish government has
probably the most generous support for firms, as compared to the
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other countries. For example, if a firm’s annual revenue is above
some 25,000 US dollars and if the revenue this spring as compared
to last spring is more than 30% lower, then, by application, the
government can provide compensation, with 75% of the loss.
Another thing is that in order to keep people employed in the
firms, the Swedish government also gave a lot of compensation to
the temporarily laid-off workers. For example, if the firm has to layoff
the workers by 60%, as marked in red in the table, so the workers
only need to work 40% but they can receive a salary corresponding
to 92.5% of their whole salary. The government will provide 45%.
The firm will pay 7.5%, and the workers work for 40%. If the lay-off
is about 80%, then the workers can still receive 88% of their salary;
the government will provide support or compensation with 60%.
The meaning is to keep the workers employed rather than fired.
Our labor economists have done a lot of research earlier, saying
that if the workers were fired, it will be much harder for them to
come back to the workplace later on, and they can suffer a lot from
psychological problems and so on.
Sweden received a lot of criticism from abroad, but still, about
65% of the Swedes support the government and the authorities.
The WHO said that the Swedish way is probably the best way to
go because the virus will probably stay with human beings for a
long time. We cannot close the schools and the shops for months
or years. Also, the British BBC wrote that Sweden will probably be
the first country to achieve herd immunity. Although not declared
as a strategy, it might be a consequence as said by the state
epidemiologist. At that time, we had a professor in mathematics,
Tom Britton in Stockholm. He said in May that according to his
mathematical model simulation, about 50% of the population
would have been infected with antibodies and very soon, we
would achieve herd immunity in Sweden, but then the public health
authority made a sample test with 1,100 persons and the results
showed that only 7.3% are infected with antibodies. That was a
very big disappointment. Two weeks later, they had another sample
test showing that the rate of infected persons was only 14%, far
away from herd immunity. Tom Britton, this professor, explained
that his model is a very good one, but the parameters might be
wrong. After that, not so much mentioning about the expression
”herd immunity” in this country!
The third phase started about one month ago, or three weeks
ago. Sweden allowed people to travel freely within the country and
also to travel freely to some 11 other countries, but for some reason,
the Swedish people are still discriminated by some countries like
Cyprus and, not Spain, Greece. They don’t welcome the Swedes
to go there due to the perceived spread of the virus in Sweden. As
we can see it from the figure here, the worst period is in the middle
of April where each day, there were some hundred persons dead
for 1 week or so, but then the number for deaths has been steadily
decreasing. As it is now, the death toll is less than 10 persons per
day. Now, people started to plan for their vacations, both within
Sweden and abroad.
Now, I’m going to talk about the Swedish governance system.
Because the behavior from Sweden is different from many other
countries, people criticized our Swedish government, mainly the
prime minister, saying that he’s far less decisive as compared to
the prime ministers in other countries like Denmark, Finland, and
Norway. They are female prime ministers. We have a male prime
minister, but that doesn’t mean that a male leader is worse than the
female ones. In Sweden, our state epidemiologist is Anders Tegnell,
the person above the prime minister, as shown in the pictures.
He has been under the spotlight almost every day, but our prime

minister is almost always behind the scene.
There is a reason for this. In the Swedish governance system,
the government mainly sets some broad policy outlines and then
delegate the practical decisions to several expert authorities.
All political parties agree with this. Unless necessary, absolutely
necessary, they will not override the authority’s decisions. Like the
closure of schools, it’s a decision by the public health authority and
the government only prepared some changes in law saying that
if the situation would be very, very serious, then the government
would override the decision from the public health authority to close
the schools. Fortunately, this never happened.
Another point is that in Sweden, the governance system is based
on trust that each person is the best judge of himself or herself.
A lot of voluntary things in this country. Vaccination is completely
voluntary, but still, 97.5% of the families vaccinated their kids. For
social distancing in this corona crisis period, some 80% of the
people followed the rules. The other 20% who did not follow the
rules, they probably know their situation better. Probably, they
are very healthy people with good immunity, so they are not so
very sick. This is why the Swedish government hasn’t closed the
borders to the other EU countries, did not close the schools, and let
the schools, restaurants, and the bars open, to stay active.
Now, we’ll say something about the success and the failures from
an economist’s point of view. I read some messages from some
social media, from a Canadian professor. He said that the Swedish
herd immunity strategy was not a success. It was a failure. Then I
replied to him saying that, “Well, the criticism is not valid because
Sweden never, never adopted any herd immunity as a strategy.”
What are the good aspects of the Swedish policy as compared
to the lockdown cases? I would say that as compared to the
lockdown cases, Sweden has better health, both physical health
and mental health for the people, and better human capital as the
schools were open, the kindergartens were open, and the workers
are only laid-off for a short period, but not fired. They remained their
human capital above some critical level. The firms’ business capital
is not destroyed, even with three or four customers each day at a
restaurant in the middle of March. The restaurants are still open, so
as more people are coming, they can serve more customers there.
Also, if there is a second wave of the coronavirus after the summer,
Sweden might do it better because we had a higher proportion of
people already infected with antibodies.
Some cost-benefit analysis might say that the Swedish policies
are socially profitable, meaning that the marginal benefit of
public funding is larger than the marginal cost of public funding.
We borrowed from the future to help the firms and individuals in
difficulty today, who needed money! By economic growth, some
future expenditure cuts or tax increase, the extra cost today will
be repaid. Also, as environmental economists, we think about
externalities a lot. One could see that Sweden has considered a
lot of external effects, although not environmental in this case. For
example, by allowing schools open, we may avoid an external cost
of lowering the health care capacity - by the reduction in the number
of doctors and nurses who have to take care of their children. Also,
from a capital accounting point of view, following the Nobel prize
winner, Ken Arrow’s contribution, we keep all the different capital
forms, like business capital, health capital, human capital above
some minimum level in order to be resilient.

in China, but now it’s a world pandemic. If we know that it would
be so serious, Sweden would introduce some more stringent
measures at the start, so the number of deaths should be reduced.
The biggest failure is the higher death rate as compared to other
countries like Norway, Finland, Denmark, Japan, and South Korea.
There are more than 5,000 people passed away during the corona
crisis until today. Over 90% are elderly people over 70, and mostly
between 80 and 90 years old. Most of them are from retirement
homes.
This is rather unfortunate! A Swedish minister said at a talk, at
a speech, “Each person, no matter how old, is a loved child of
some parents, and each person might be a loved father or mother
of some children”! Also as a writer in China wrote, “A speck of dust
in the universe, if fallen to a person, it feels like a mountain.” Each
life is very much valued. The loss in lives cannot be compensated
with money. This is a big failure, but we cannot blame such a failure
on the overall strategy Sweden has adopted. As I see it, the failure
much depends on the practical details. I summarize them in the
following two points.
First, in the retirement homes, we have many assistant nurses,
up to 30%, who were hourly employed rather than salary
employed. They work a lot in the shift for a few hours, coming in
and out of the retirement homes more often. Another reason that
they cannot afford to stay at home as salary workers, even if they
were sick, because there was almost no economic compensation
for them (They had certainly increased corona infections inside the
retirement homes).
The second big reason is that there was a serious shortage of
protective equipment, like face masks, face shields, and protective
clothes in retirement homes. The assistant nurses there had to
work closely with the elderly without proper protective equipment.
Up to some 30 or 50% of the elderly died in the retirement homes,
in the worst cases. That was the most vulnerable group, so they
suffered a lot, very unfortunate.
To solve the problems, Sweden ordered much from China, like
face masks and so on, but due to the closure of country borders in
March and April, they were stopped somewhere on the way. The
serious shortage of protective equipment should have contributed
a lot to the larger number of deaths. Finland had managed their
system much better. They had a secret place deep in the forest
with much protective equipment like face masks and face
shields, prepared for wars and other disasters. Sweden had such
equipment as well, many, many millions of such until 2016 or 2017,
but for some reason, they destroyed those in order to avoid the
maintenance cost. That was a big mistake. What I heard was that
some authorities wrote a letter to the central government asking
for a decision. The central government did not reply, so then the
authorities destroyed these by themselves.
These are successes and failures. What about the future? The
Swedish government has now set up a new commission to evaluate
the success and the failures of the strategy, in terms of lives lost or
saved, health status, and economic consequences, and so on. The
government has also set up a ”restart” commission to identify ways
for the economy and the society to recover from the crisis. We are
waiting for the vaccine. With a successful vaccine, we can realize
herd immunity! That’s all. Thank you, professor Akao, and thank
you all for the attention! (Recorded on July 9, 2020.)

I think that Sweden has done a good job there, but of course, no
country is perfect. There were mistakes, like the wrong judgment at
the start where the authorities said the virus would be a local thing
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Transcript: The case of the United States
Yeganeh-Hossein Farzin
Hello everyone. It’s a great pleasure for me to participate in
this symposium. As we all know, the coronavirus pandemics has
affected almost all aspects of life on an unprecedented scale. It
has had enormous economic, environmental, social, and political
impacts and much more. The impacts have raised challenging
questions for researchers in all fields of sciences and arts, and
has also challenged policymakers across the world to design and
implement effective response policies. In this talk, I focus very briefly
on some selected aspects related to economic and environmental
impacts of the pandemic in the United States and the main policy
responses that the US administration has adopted so far.
Let me start with the most important impact in my view, which is
the impact on employment. The negative impact of the pandemic
on employment was so fast and massive in the United States
that on March 14th, the president of the United States declared
a state of emergency. Then, two weeks later, by March 28th, the
weekly number of new workers claiming unemployment benefit
had reached the peak of seven million people in a week. And now,
after 15 weeks, a total of nearly 49 million people have filed for
unemployment benefits. One reason for such a fast and massive
increase in unemployment was that layoffs spread from the travel,
restaurants and retail sectors, which had been hit the hardest, to
other sectors such as administration, education, manufacturing,
and professional services.
If you think of it, 49 million jobless claims is a very disappointing
number and suggests that a full recovery is going to take a very long
time. In fact, many top economists have predicted that only about
one-half of the jobs lost could be recovered within the second half
of the year. And the rate of unemployment most probably will stay
around 10% up to the end of the year.
Now, as of today, currently US is facing a widening breakout of the
COVID-19 and the daily new cases have reached a peak of 50,000
as of yesterday (July 1), and now more than 2.7 million people
have tested positive and over 128,000 people have lost lives. In
response to these, the US has implemented a range of measures,
including travel restrictions, social distancing, declaration of a state
of emergencies in various states, closure of all schools, closure of
all nonessential activities and businesses, and increasing testing.
As a result of these mitigating measures, the economy contracted
at an annualized rate of 5% in the first quarter and unemployment
rate reached a peak of 13.3% in May. And as I mentioned, now 49
million people have filed for unemployment benefits, that is since
the start of the pandemic.
As the US economy and the global economy has slowed down
job losses across nearly every industry has occurred, but the impact
has been very uneven both across the states and economic sectors.
If I just give you a few examples, between March 15 and April 15,
New York lost 8.6 jobs per confirmed case, whereas Hawaii lost
232.4 jobs per confirmed case, which of course indicates that the
economy of New York is very diversified whereas the economy of
Hawaii depends very much on the leisure, tourism, and recreational
hospitality activities.
Job losses varied greatly from a state to a state. Michigan lost
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an average of 23% of the lost jobs in one month, and that was the
most among all the states, while Oklahoma lost only about 7.8%
of the lost jobs. In terms of the sectors of the economy, leisure
and hospitality industry were hit the hardest with the states losing
on average 47% of employment in that sector. Some states like
New York lost 64% of jobs in the leisure and hospitality sector. The
construction sector was the next hardest hit. The country lost on
average 12% of construction jobs. And some states like Michigan,
New York and Vermont lost more than 40% of construction jobs
during that time (March 15 to April 15).
Government and financial services were the two sectors with the
fewest lost jobs, averaging 4% and 3% in that sector, respectively.
In April, Consumer Price Index declined by 0.8% from March to
April within a month. And that was the 4th largest decline in average
prices in the United States since 1952. And of course, much of the
decline was due to the decline in energy prices, which fell about
10% within one month.
Talking about reopening of the economy, because of the different
developments of the virus spread across the various states,
progress on reopening the economy varied across the country. As
of June 11th, all states had begun the reopening process. However,
a few states still have a stay-at-home orders in place, and some
strong restrictions are expected to remain in place at least through
the next quarter and maybe beyond. The first sector that opened
include elective surgeries and then outdoor recreations. Now in
most states, restaurants, bars, retail sectors, indoor activities, and
close- contact services have opened, but with limited capacity
or social distancing requirements. Most states have announced
closure of schools till fall.
Now, I focus on some of the key economic policy responses to
COVID-19 in the United States. I start with the policy measures on
the fiscal policy side. The first federal stimulus package included
$483 billion Paycheck Protection Program, the so-called PPP,
and Health Care Enhancement Act. Paycheck Protection Program
provided $383 billion for forgivable loans and guarantees to help
small businesses that retained their workers. Businesses and
nonprofit organization with less than 500 employees were eligible,
and they include also self-employed and independent contractors.
Health Care Enhancement Act was $75 billion for hospitals and $25
billion for expanding virus testing.
The largest federal fiscal response was $2.3 trillion and was
enacted on March 27th under the title of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief,
and Economic Security, in brief called CARES. CARES Act provides
$293 billion for one-time tax rebate to individuals, $268 million for
expanding unemployment benefits, $25 billion for providing food
safety net for the most vulnerable, and $510 billion for preventing
corporate bankruptcy through giving them loans and guarantees.
$349 billion are provided for forgivable loans and guarantees to
small businesses, and $100 billion are provided for hospitals and
$50 billion are provided for international aid.
A third federal fiscal package consisted of $8.3 billion Coronavirus
Preparedness and Response Act, and $192 billion for Family First
Coronavirus Response. Together, these two acts account for about

1% of US GDP, which is around 21-22 trillion dollars. And these two
acts provided for virus testing, transferred to States for Medicaid
funding, development of vaccines, diagnostic and treatments,
support for Centers for Disease Control and Prevention responses,
two weeks paid sick leave, up to three months paid emergency
leave for those who were infected and for food assistance, transfers
to the States to expand unemployment insurance, expansion of the
small business loan subsidies and international assistance.
Looking at the monetary policies in response to COVID-19 in
the United States, there were several measures. Federal Reserve
reduced its lending rates to the banks from about 2% to almost
less than quarter of a percent. Fed has also provided several
facilities to ease the flow of credits and liquidity to the economy
and has eased several regulations and supervisory restrictions
on banks to encourage depository institutions to use their capital
and liquidity buffers to lend and work more cooperatively with the
borrowers who were affected by the pandemic. Fed also allowed
the communal banks to lower their leverage ratios from nine to eight
so that they could lend more.
Surely these federal fiscal and monetary responses have helped
the economy to restart and gain some of the grounds that was
lost, but whether these would be sufficient for a full recovery is very
much in doubt, for several factors. The first one is the evolution of
the pandemic in the coming months in the United States and the
rest of the world. Also, whether these measures would be effective
in bringing a full economic recovery, depends on the evolution of
the policies to contain and control the spread of the virus, both in
the United States and abroad. The third factor is success in early
developments of effective and inexpensive vaccines. And fourth,
and perhaps most important, the success depends on societal
behavior in adopting necessary protective measures against
spreading the virus widely.
Based on these four main factors that I just mentioned and many
other relevant factors, several researchers have speculated about
likely scenarios of economic recovery. These recovery scenarios
are characterized by shapes of letters, V, U, W and L. The shape
of V signifies the most optimistic recovery case. Namely, this is a
case where all factors and policy measures relevant to recovery are
in place and are effective and successful to bring about a fast and
sharp rebounding of the economy. The shape of letter U signifies
a less optimistic case where either not all of the relevant policies
are in action or adopted, or that they are adopted, but they are not
very effective or maybe a combination of the two. And therefore
the recovery will be somewhat slower and taking longer than in the
most optimistic case.
The shape of the letter W signifies the possibility that after a short
period of containing the spread of the virus and partial recovery of
the economy, people and policymakers drop their guard against
the virus, thus leading to a likely second wave of the pandemic
and resulting in a second economy contraction before a full
recovery occurs. And this scenario, given the current situation of
the evolution of the virus spread in the United States, as of today,
seems to be more likely for the United States. And finally, the shape
of letter L signifies the pessimistic scenario in which the policy
responses and social behavior are not as effective as they should
be, therefore causing a long and continued economic stagnation
for several years.

example, for CO2 emissions, they were reduced about 17%. And
that was mainly due to the reduction in all modes of transportation
and contractions in commercial and industrial activities. Of course,
some environmental economists believe that these reductions are
temporary and will rebound as the economy recovers. Having said
that, there is some possibility that the emissions reductions may
sustain over time. And that is because of the possibility of wider
spread of telecommunicating and the use of virtual conference
technology to replace the need for traveling. Of course, a pandemic
is the worst possible way to reduce emissions. Rather technological,
behavioral, and a structural changes are the best and the only way
to reduce emissions on a sustainable basis.
As for the impact of the pandemic on clean, renewable energy
sector, the overall impact is ambiguous. On the negative side,
according to a recent report prepared by the American Council
on Renewable Energy, since the pandemic started nearly 600,000
jobs have been lost in this sector, that’s 17% decrease in clean
energy employment. And this has, of course, urge the group behind
the report to ask the Congress to assist mostly through renewable
tax reliefs. On the positive side, a sharp decline in fossil fuels
demand and in oil price, and of course in profits of the fossil fuels
industries may lead to a shift, a structural downward shift, in the
demand for fossil fuels in coming years. And it may also encourage
more investments by the federal government and by the states
governments’ investments in clean renewable energy, particularly
in R&D in that sector.
Currently with the reopening of the US economy, emissions levels
have been also increasing, but whether the emissions will soon rise
to their pre-pandemic levels or they will remain below themt, it really
is far from clear. And several possibilities could be conjectured.
For example, if nothing structurally changes in economic sectors,
particularly in transportation and energy sectors (including fossil
fuel and clean renewable sectors), and if people do not change
their traveling and consumption habits, then the emissions are likely
to follow what the economy trend will be, which as I just mentioned,
could take one of the shapes of V, U, W or L. And of course, in the
case of United States, it seems that W could be the more likely
case.
On the other hand, if telecommunication becomes a new norm,
so that teleworking significantly reduces the demand for traveling.
And if that is coupled with governments, both federal and the states,
encouraging investments in clean energy sources, that is to say, if
they adopt a “green recovery strategy” rather than the usual “brown
recovery strategy”, then the emissions levels are likely to remain
noticeably at lower level than their levels at the pre-pandemic time.
And they may stay low for long time.
Now, in the United States, unfortunately, the policy direction for
the energy sector is very unclear. Democrats on the one hand push
for measures to assist renewables while those on the right push
efforts to aid the struggling fossil fuel industry, therefore making
the outcome very uncertain. I stop here, and thank you for your
attention. (Recorded on July 3, 2020.)

Now I turn to some environmental impacts of the pandemic. For
most air pollutants current data indicate that during the lockdown
measures, emissions levels were significantly reduced. For
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